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Introduction
FWB Park Brown and The University of Edinburgh Business School are delighted to announce the
fourth series of The Non-Executive Director Programme. The programme’s launch was delayed
to see whether it might be possible to hold the sessions physically as normal, rather than online,
but due to increasing demand and the circumstances prevailing at this time, the programme will
be held online and if we can revert to actual meetings by the date of each session then we shall
review the situation at that time.
In recent years Non-Executive Directors (NXDs) have become the subject of increased scrutiny
and analysis leading to higher levels of responsibility and accountability, which in turn has required
them to have more knowledge and experience.
The global pandemic has added a level of complexity that has seen Boards grappling with
unforeseen challenges on an unprecedented scale. This has forced many NXDs to face crisis
situations while also searching out new opportunities as they try to survive. The 2021 Programme
will address these issues and help NXDs bring value to their Boards in these constantly changing
and uncertain times.
As usual, the programme is highly practical, led by experienced Chairs and NXDs, focussing on
those key issues of which every NXD should be aware. It also caters for those interested in all types
and sizes of organisation - listed, private, entrepreneurial, SMEs, public sector and not-for-profit.
Each session will again be interactive and include group activities and case studies addressing real
events, together with plenary Q&A and discussion. These sessions have been designed to allow
time for interaction and active learning in each area.
Whilst each session has a main topic, the discussions and questions will be wide-ranging.

Cost

Time

£90 per session

All sessions will be:

Discounts are available
20% discount for
all four sessions

5 – 7pm

Venue
Online using Zoom unless
circumstances permit
physical meetings.
These would be held in
central Edinburgh and
details provided at the
relevant time.
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“

I found this incredibly interesting
and valuable. The fact that [the
speaker] was able to relate it to real
life and practical examples made it
very engaging and helped to embed
the learning
– A 2019 Delegate
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The Sessions
A practical series covering key NXD issues
led by experienced Chairs and NXDs
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Session 1
Life during and emerging from Covid-19: Opportunities and
challenges for companies and the implications for NXDs
Date: Thursday 21 January 2021

This has been an unprecedented time for all organisations
– some have flourished, most have struggled – and the
expectations and help required from NXDs to support
their Boards and add value to ensure long-term growth,
sustainability and profitability have never been greater.

Angela
Seymour-Jackson

This session will look at the effects of the crisis and the issues
that NXDs will need to contend with going forward. We will
explore issues likely to arise in many areas including the
Remuneration and Audit Committees, Risk Assessment, and
Strategic Growth plans.

Deputy Chair
GoCompare
Biography
Angela Seymour-Jackson
Angela Seymour-Jackson is a very experienced NXD. She is Deputy
Chair and SID at GoCompare Group and NXD at Janus Henderson,
Rentokil Initial, Page Group and Trustpilot. She also Chairs the
Remuneration Committees at GoCompare, Page and Rentokil Initial.
Angela’s current Board experience spans both listed firms in the UK
and US, and private Venture Capital backed business. In her Executive
career, Angela held senior sales and marketing positions at Aviva and
Aegon and was CEO of RAC Motoring.
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“

I really felt I was able to add practical help
and value to my Boards as we tried to cope
with the effects of lockdown and the longerterm implications of the pandemic. The Execs
and NXDs worked together well to help
ensure the well-being of our employees and
the sustainability of the businesses through
extremely challenging times.
- A speaker on the 2021 NXD Programme
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Session 2
What do Private Equity Investors look for in a potential NXD?

How do you get it right when looking for a NXD role?
Date: Thursday 18 February 2021

Much has been written about the fact that technology can help make society more resilient in the
face of threats such as the current pandemic. This creates investment opportunities for Private
Equity, which will require a strong Board and senior management team to drive value towards a
successful exit. NXDs have a crucial role to play in achieving this as they help to guide Executives
in developing strategy and building appropriate infrastructure to achieve business goals.
So, what are the skills and experience that PE will look for in making NXD appointments to their
investee company boards and how can individuals maximise their opportunity to secure an
appropriate role in this exciting, challenging and rewarding sector?
This session will be a panel comprising two PE Investors and a Headhunter specialising in NXD
and Chair appointments. They will discuss how potential NXDs should position themselves for
these roles and what attributes are of most interest to Private Equity Investors. There will be case
studies to examine what makes a good NXD in particular challenging situations with small group
and plenary discussions.
The session will also cover the Due Diligence review that potential NXDs should undertake to
ensure a good and lasting fit on both sides, as well as the process of appointment and how to
facilitate a successful outcome.

Panel Speakers
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Calum Paterson

Sarah Hardy

Willie Finlayson

Managing Partner
Scottish Equity
Partners

Director & Head of
New Investment
Archangels

Co-Founder &
Director
FWB Park Brown
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Biographies
Calum Paterson
Scottish Equity Partners is a UK venture capital firm which, since its inception in 1991, has invested in
technology and technology-enabled companies in the telecommunications, media, technology, energy and
healthcare sectors. The firm has invested in companies including Biovex, Craneware, CSR, Searchspace and
Skyscanner. As well as their primary investments, they have partnered with FTSE 100-company SSE plc and
established a secondary investment fund focused exclusively on cleantech companies. Investors include
Lexington Partners, which has $20 billion under management, UK based funds Hermes GPE and F&C Private
Equity, as well as Swiss-based Partners Group.
Calum is SEP’s Managing Partner and has led the firm since its inception. He chair’s the SEP investment
committee and works from the firm’s offices in London and Glasgow. Calum works closely with a number of
portfolio companies and was a member of the board of directors at Skyscanner, prior to its £1.5 billion sale to
Trip.com at the end of 2016. He was Chair of the British Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (BVCA)
for 2018/19 and is currently a serving member of the BVCA Council (the industry body and public policy
advocate for the private equity and venture capital industry in the UK).

Sarah Hardy
Archangels is a prominent business angel syndicate which has been at the forefront of early stage investing in
Scotland for more than a quarter of a century. Today, Archangels comprises more than 90 investor members
and typically co-ordinates the investment of more than £15 million per year in early stage Scottish companies.
Sarah has extensive international experience of financing early stage opportunities in the technology sector,
with specific focus in the life science and healthcare arena. She has managed a large portfolio of academic
programmes, charitable organisations, SMEs and larger companies (public and private) to add value and
achieve a commercial exit. She joined Archangels in March 2016 and has direct responsibility for a number of
its portfolio companies.

Willie Finlayson
FWB Park Brown is an executive search company which advises and supports its clients with the identification
and recruitment, of Board level (Non-Executive and Executive) and Senior Management talent. The company
consists of executive search professionals, researchers and administrators, who have considerable experience
of executive search across many sectors, disciplines, functions and geographies.
Willie has been in the recruitment business since the mid-1980s and prior to co-founding FWB Park Brown
was a Director of a large recruitment group and a key figure in its management buyout. He subsequently
established a successful ‘stand alone’ executive search business for that group before leaving to help found
FWB (now FWB Park Brown) in 1993. Willie now leads our Chair and NXD recruitment business and until
recently was Chairman of Inverness Caledonian Thistle Football Club.
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Session 3
The legal liabilities of a NXD and how to navigate and
manage risk
Date: Thursday 18 March 2021

This session will cover what a NXD should know about their
legal responsibilities and liabilities. It will focus on exemplary
relevant legal cases in Scotland/UK of which NXDs should be
aware.

Walter Clark
Corporate Partner
Burness Paull

As responsibilities of NXDs have become more onerous,
and successful claims against them have been made, it is
important that NXDs are aware of these issues to protect the
companies whose boards they are on as well as themselves.
In particular it is increasingly important that NXDs satisfy
themselves that financial information is accurate and that
financial controls and systems of risk management are robust
and defensible. But how can they ensure they are aware of and
comfortable with these from their non-executive standpoint?
What questions should they be asking, of whom, and how
can they confirm that there is adequate risk management in
place?

Bill McCall
Principal
McCall & Partners
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Biographies
Walter Clark
Burness Paull LLP is a leading Scottish commercial firm of solicitors, with offices in Edinburgh, Glasgow and
Aberdeen, acting for private and public sector clients. It is notable for its strengths in corporate law and is one
of the largest firms in Scotland, ranked as a top tier practice by both Legal 500 and Chambers. In 2018, the firm
was named Legal Advisor of the Year at the Scottish Business Insider Deals & Dealmakers Awards.
Walter is partner in the Corporate team of Burness Paull LLP, a leading Scottish commercial firm of solicitors.
He advises on M&A, equity investments, joint ventures and corporate restructuring projects, acting for a range
of blue chip clients such as FirstGroup, Royal London, Murgitroyd Group and Aberdeen Standard Investments.
Alongside his transactional advice, Walter leads the firm’s Governance & Company Secretarial work, which
comprises a team of 12 providing both governance and compliance advice to corporates across a broad
spectrum of sectors. Clients include listed companies (main list and AIM), private-equity backed businesses,
owner-managed businesses, and a number of significant financial services institutions. Walter undertakes a
significant amount of general corporate advisory work, working closely with boards on their responsibilities
and risk mitigation strategies, as well as how to protect directors personally from potential liabilities. As well
as being dual-qualified in Scots and English law, Walter has a degree in accounting and finance, and he has
worked on secondment at a number of major firms over his career, including acting as Interim Deputy Company
Secretary at The Weir Group PLC, and time at NatWest Group, Standard Life Aberdeen and Aegon UK.

Bill McCall
Bill has chaired over sixty Private Equity backed businesses and is a Chartered Banker and Chartered Fellow of
the Securities Institute. He was elected as a Member of the London Stock Exchange in 1990 and was a Director
of two merchant banks until setting up his own firm in 1999. He is currently the Principal of McCall & Partners,
a strategic corporate finance advisory business and President of The Chartered Banker Institute. He is the
Editor of the McCall Research Pandemic Series and is also a Chartered Fellow of the Securities Institute. Bill
considers that understanding risk, dealing with it as ever present, and mitigating it to an acceptable level, whilst
recognising that unexpected randomness will arrive from time to time, is a crucial role of NXDs.
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Session 4
Meet the CEOs
Date: Thursday 29 April 2021

This is an opportunity for NXDs to discuss with CEOs the
challenges and opportunities in growing their businesses
and exploring the value they can bring to their Boards. The
CEOs will come from a variety of businesses across different
sectors, some at start-up phase with other more advanced in
their growth projections.

Ian Ritchie
and CEOs

Our speakers will discuss some of the issues that NXDs need
to consider to help achieve successful business growth. We
will then split into small breakout groups with individual
CEOs to explore the potential of advising their businesses
and joining their Boards.

Biography
Ian C Ritchie
Ian C Ritchie CBE is one of Scotland’s most experienced Chairs of
fast growth technology companies and a successful entrepreneurial
CEO taking a company from start up to successful exit. He is the
Non-Executive Chair of Tern plc, Computer Applications Service, and
Krotos and was Chair of iomart Group plc from 2008-2018. He founded
OWL in 1984 which pioneered hypertext application development
(a forerunner to the world wide web) and sold the company to
Panasonic in 1989. Since then he has been involved in over 40 start-up
high-tech businesses. He serves on the board of the National Theatre
of Scotland and the Scottish Council for Development and Industry
(SCDI). He was a board member of Channel 4 TV, deputy Chair of
the Edinburgh International Film Festival, Chair of the Dynamic Earth
Science Centre, Vice President of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and
Honorary Treasurer of the Royal Academy of Engineering. He was
awarded a CBE in 2003 for services to Enterprise and Education and
has been awarded Honorary Doctorates by Robert Gordon, Abertay,
Heriot-Watt and Edinburgh Universities.
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“

Great to learn from practical and varied
examples, in particular that small start-ups
can have a real opportunity for growth with
the right investment options and that the role
of the NXD can be crucial in the success of
that investment journey. Great to hear from
lots of other experienced colleagues in the
room
– A 2019 Delegate
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Programme Directors
Professor John Amis
University of Edinburgh Business School
John joined the University of Edinburgh Business School in July
2013 as Chair in Strategic Management and Organisation. He is
Head of the Strategy Group, Co-Director of the Centre for Strategic
Leadership and former Director of the Doctoral Programme. John
also has extensive teaching experience on MBA and Executive MBA
programmes. He has carried out numerous Executive Development
leadership courses, consulting assignments and sponsored research projects, predominantly
focused on strategic change, across a range of organisations. These have included US Fortune 500
firms, public and private sector Scottish companies, and large hospitals. His current empirical work
is focused on issues of inequality, reforms to the Scottish civil justice system, and major change at
a Scottish charity. He is past Chair of the Academy of Management’s Organization Development &
Change division. In addition to three books, John has authored over 80 journal articles and book
chapters. His work has been published in leading journals including Academy of Management
Review, Academy of Management Journal, American Journal of Public Health, Human Relations,
Organization Science, Organization Studies and Journal of Change Management.

Judy Wagner CA
FWB Park Brown
Judy has been actively involved in executive search for over 20
years, recruiting at Senior Management and Board level – both Exec
and Non-Exec. A co-founder of FWB Park Brown, one of Scotland’s
leading Executive Search firms, she has recruited across all sectors
and functional areas, and advised many clients on Board composition
and evaluation. She has been a Chair and Non-Executive Director in
the Private and Not for Profit sectors, and coached throughout her career on career development,
interviewing, presentation, networking and communication, including a significant amount of public
speaking in these areas. A graduate of The University of Edinburgh and a member of ICAS, she sits
on the Board of the Centre for Strategic Leadership of The University of Edinburgh Business School,
the Advisory Board of Kelvin Capital and advises the Enterprise Fellowships for The Royal Society of
Edinburgh. In 2016 Judy developed and launched The Executive Women’s Leadership Programme
with Professor Susan Murphy of The University of Edinburgh Business School. The programme,
which was very practically focused, has helped women progress into Board positions and included
a combination of academic insight and learning, group-based case study and debate, together with
Guest Speakers from the Boards of Corporate UK who share their knowledge and experiences in
informal and open discussions with the delegates. The network of delegates from this programme –
Executive Women In Leadership – numbers over 220 senior women in business and covers all parts
of the economy, providing a practical platform for learning, support, networking and influencing
policy. Judy is also a Trustee of The Salvesen Mindroom Centre, a charity supporting all those with
Learning Difficulties.
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“

In common with the other sessions I have
found the subject matter and approach with
the case studies to be very thought provoking
– it is like having many light bulbs / ideas
switched on in my head - which is great! The
speakers last night were well selected and the
fit between their experiences and case studies
worked very well.
– A 2019 Delegate
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For more information, please contact:

Professor John Amis
University of Edinburgh Business School

Judy Wagner CA
Director, FWB Park Brown

t: +44 7758 138971
e: John.Amis@ed.ac.uk

t: +44 131 539 7087
e: judy@fwbparkbrown.com

www.ed.ac.uk

www.fwbparkbrown.com
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